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4.2 HARDWARE
 
District’s hardware policies and standards are required to improve technical support and
eliminate the schools antiquated inventories of computers.  

(a) Hardware Standards

Information and Technology has determined computer standards for computer purchases for the
2007-2008 fiscal years for both administrative and the instructional purposes. Standardization is
essential so that IT can provide improved service to over 1100 teachers and 6000 instructional
computers.

Computer Hardware and Operating Systems
District Standards for Purchasing in 2007-2008

Platform Laptop - Model Laptop - Model Desktop Model Desktop Model
Mac Mac Book Mac Book Pro iMac (dual core Intel) G5 Tower
PC  nc6320  dc5700 sff

(b) Ordering Hardware

All future computer hardware purchases must meet the published district standards listed above.
The Purchasing Department will filter out non-standardized equipment and request approval from
Information and Technology before proceeding with the purchase. 

Standardized equipment will provide the schools with better prices, improved response for
repairs, easier access to Mac and PC loaners and more efficient software and imaging logistics.
Standardized computers and operating systems allow hundreds of schools’ computers to be
“updated” simultaneously in just minutes, providing school more “uptime” and saving many
hours of technical support effort. 

Hardware will be “packaged” with standardized software and services that will be purchased as a
computer package. For example, anti-virus, remote control, Microsoft Office and an IT support
fees are examples of packaged software and services that schools pay for “up front” as part of the
integrated costs of a computer. Packaged purchases ensure that the total cost of ownership is
considered for every new machine entering the schools district.

(c) The Total Cost of Ownership

It is important to understand the concept of the Total Cost of Ownership when purchasing
computer equipment. In the past it was a common school site belief that a computer purchase was
all inclusive of additional services required for the computer to work successfully. 

Beginning in 2007-2008 IT will factor in the many costs that all computers require that have been
previously absorbed by the IT Department.  For example, IT must provide the support personnel
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to physically work with schools and their computers throughout the life of a computer. The
number of computers in the district has grown in 1998 from a few hundred to over 6000 today
with still only two support personnel budgeted to school support.  This unbalanced ratio of
instructional computers to support personnel is a current problem that drastically interferes with
customer services goals. Therefore, beginning in 2007-2008 a support fee will be added to every
computer purchased within the district. This support fee of $50 per computer will be dedicated to
additional support mechanisms for instructional purposes.  IT will continue to service schools
without charging on a per visit basis for technical labor and support.

Virus protection has been a charge inconsistently invoiced to the school after a computer has
been purchased and installed. IT will now integrate virus protection as part of the cost of a
computer.

Microsoft Office will be standardized on all district computers. The cost of MS Office will be
integrated into the cost of a new computer beginning in 2007-2008. 

A review of the current charges integrated into the cost of every new computer is as follows:

Total Cost of Ownership
Fee Assessments for Computers’ Standard Features

Feature Assessment Cost
Instructional Support Fee $50

Microsoft Office $58
5-Year Lightspeed Virus Protection $25

Deep Freeze ?
Altirus (PC’s only) $12

Verify the above prices…

(d) Donated Computers

Donated computers are a useful way to infuse technology into the classroom. In the future,
schools may accept donated computers with the understanding that Information and Technology
will only support specific computer ages and operating systems.  Therefore, please ensure the
donation meets the district standards.  The logic behind the non-support of older donated
computers is they require much more work than do newer machines. Due to the IT Department’s
limited resources that are shared with the entire district, donated machines consume valuable
support time that is better used on instructional functions. 

To ensure that ABCUSD is legally compliant with all software that comes with donated
machines, please ask the donor to provide a letter specifying the specifications of the computer
hardware and the version of the operating system and to list any other accompanying software.

The specifications for donated machines as of April 15, 2006 are as follows:
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Minimum Standards for Computer Donations to ABCUSD

Platform Min. Processor Model Operating
System

RAM

Mac G3 iMac OS10 256
Windows PIII PC Compatible Win 2000 / XP 256

Donated computers that cease to operate will not be serviced by Information and Technology.
However, IT will SWAP a non-operational donated computer with similarly aged working
system from the current IT inventory. 

(e) E-Waste

The term E-Waste describes among other things, the stacks of old computers that collect in the
schools’ storage closets. These machines should be eliminated. The disposal procedures for
surplus equipment are as follows:

1. Email Sheila Loranger, secretary of the I.T. department, to be added to the E-waste removal
schedule.  Include in email an approximate count of the number of items. Any electronic
equipment will be accepted.(i.e. computers, monitors, copy machines, fax machines, etc).

2. Sheila will contact school’s principal and STC to schedule an e-waste removal date and time.
3. The school is responsible to centralize (one staging location) their surplus equipment and

position it with reasonable access for crew, large truck and minimal disruption. 
4. The E-waste service provider will take inventory of all equipment, remove the equipment from

the school and provide the school with a copy of the inventory list.  All hard drives are
shredded for security purposes. 

Schools are encouraged to eliminate their time-consuming older machines that do not meet
district operating system standards and replace them with new standardized machines. If old
machines operate, please contract I.T. about removal. These machines could be placed in
inventory for emergency loaner machines as opposed to being removed via the e-waste process.


